SAHUAGIN SHIPWRECK
Encounter Level 11 (Scales 9 to 15)

Summary
There’s nothing like a nice swim to relax after a hard day of
adventuring, and “nothing like a nice swim” is exactly how
your players will describe this encounter. Diving underwater
in a fantasy setting is already dangerous, with all sorts of
unusual creatures and magical hazards, but when it’s an
actively defended sahuagin outpost, your players will
remember why most people stay on dry land.
This encounter is intended to present your players with an
extremely tough nut to crack, but allow them all the time
they need to study, learn, and prepare their plan. If they take
the time to strategize and approach intelligently, they’ll
emerge victorious. If they don’t… The sahuagin will get a
fresh set of trophies for their undersea mantles.

Encounter Statistics
Encounter Level: 11 (Scales 9 to 15)
Terrain Tags: Underwater
Favors: Druids, freedom of movement, water breathing
Foils: Rogues
Encounter Weight: Heavy (2 deadly encounters)
Creatures: 4 Sahuagin Sentry, 2 Sahuagin Spellguard,
6 Hunter Shark, 1 Giant Shark
Experience: 23,000 XP (12,500 XP from creatures,
10,500 XP from traps and hostile environment)

Encounter Weight
This encounter will test your players. Even traveling underwater
is dangerous, and the deeper you get, the more dangerous it
becomes. Add in the combat and the traps, and the number
of things that can go wrong increases dramatically. Your party
should be fully rested before they tackle this encounter, and
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they should do some scouting, research, and planning first.
A party that rushes in unprepared is in even more trouble
than usual.

The Ark Royale
An ancient shipwreck, the Ark Royale, le�t its original owners
long ago and was acquired by a band of sahuagin eager to
establish an outpost closer to shore for staging raids and
ambushes on ships, sailors, and coastal communities. Five
Sentries patrol the perimeter on their shark mounts at all
times, and two dedicated Spellguards keep the outpost safe
from serious threats. On top of that, the sahuagin keep a Giant
Shark nearby, using their telepathy to direct the massive
beast to attack anything too dangerous for the sahuagin
alone to defeat. The Ark Royale is wedged into the sandy
seafloor at a slight angle, listing to one side. Many of the
internal walls have been broken, and while the hull was
smashed and battered, the sahuagin have reinforced the
largest breaches, reducing the number of openings into
the wreck to two well-guarded hatchways. Of course, clever
adventurers can always ﬁnd ways to make their own entrance.

Terrain
The sea within 60 ft. of the center of the shipwreck is under
the effects of a hallow spell cast by the Sahuagin Spellguard.
This spell affects all non-sahuagin humanoids, forcing them
to make a Charisma saving throw against DC 14 when they
enter the area. On a failure, that creature becomes vulnerable
to necrotic damage while within the spell's area. A creature
that succeeds on its saving throw is immune to this extra
effect while within the spell’s area. If a creature leaves and
re-enters the affected area, it must repeat the saving throw,
regardless of whether it succeeded or failed on its previous
save against the spell. A character can use dispel magic to
remove this effect, but only if they cast it on the magic rune
at the center of the ship that the hallow spell originates
from. Creatures that have resistance to necrotic damage lose

The age-old question
If you want to look like a veteran DM who knows
how to pronounce every obscure monster under the
sun (or the sea), the official pronunciation guide
suggests pronouncing Sahuagin as sah-HWAH-gin.
That said, the same guide also suggests pronouncing
Bulette as boo-LAY and I’ve never heard anyone say
that, so it may be a stupid guide. Use your best judgment.
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that resistance while in the spell's area if they fail their
saving throw, but do not become vulnerable. Creatures that
are immune to necrotic damage are una�fected. Lastly, the
hallow spell prevents certain creature types from entering
its area. This may not come up, but can cause problems for
summoners and necromancers. Additionally, a druid may wild
shape into an elemental, potentially making them unable to
enter the spell's area. There's no ﬁrm ruling about whether
a wild shaped druid would be a�fected in this way, so it's
entirely at your discretion. Ruling against the druid is going to
make the encounter harder, but if your players are into that,
it's a good way to make them hate the sahuagin even more.

Trap: Buoyancy Snare
An air filled balloon attached to a snare, this trap
attempts to attach itself to the leg or arm of a triggering
creature, releasing the balloon and pulling them slowly
upward. Creatures that trigger this trap must make
a Dexterity saving throw against DC 15 or become
restrained. A restrained creature can use its action to
attempt an escape, which requires a successful Athletics
or Acrobatics check against the same DC. Creatures without
a swim speed have disadvantage on the saving throw
and their escape check. The trap can be noticed with
a Perception check against DC 16, and a successful
Thieves’ Tools check against DC 16 or 20 points of
damage destroys the trap, rendering it harmless.
Save type: Dexterity (DC 15), no e�fect on success
E�fect: Target becomes restrained (escape DC 15) and moves
upwards 10 �t. per round at the start of each of their turns
Perception DC: 16
Thieves’ Tools DC: 16
Hit Points: 20

What doesn’t work?

Underwater Combat Rules

There's a very real risk of someone drowning in this encounter.
Depending on your group and your game, this might be
an appropriate and fitting way for an adventurer to meet
their end, and in most games, 11th level characters have
access to a few different resurrection options, so it may not
be a problem in the long run. You should consider it before
running this encounter, however, and think about whether
you’re going to let a character in that situation die, or if you’d
rather have them captured by the sahuagin. If resurrection
is easy in your campaign, a captured character can be much
more difficult to deal with. It can also be a fun opportunity to
let the player of the captured character pick up a temporary
character for a few sessions, trying out something new. If
they end up liking the new character, you can have their
previous one dead by the time the group arrives, or get rescued
safely and decide enough is enough, it’s time to retire.

The underwater combat rules are very simple: creatures
without a swim speed have disadvantage on all melee
weapon attacks unless they are using a dagger, javelin, short
sword, spear, or trident. All ranged weapons miss targets
automatically beyond their normal range, and all ranged
weapon attacks have disadvantage within that normal
range unless the attacker is using a crossbow, a net, or a
thrown weapon from the melee weapon list. Creatures and
objects that are fully immersed in water have resistance
to fire damage. That’s it. There are a few other rules you
should review before running this encounter, namely how
long characters can hold their breath (a number of minutes
equal to 1 + Constitution modifier, minimum 30 seconds)
and how long they can hang on after they run out of breath
before they drop to 0 hit points and begin dying (a number
of rounds equal to their Constitution modifier, minimum 0).
While these rules are simple and to the point, they leave out
one important consideration: spellcasting.

In general, you should be lenient with allowing characters
to hold their breath. Characters that lose their ability to
breathe underwater, perhaps due to a well-aimed dispel
magic, should be considered to be holding their breath, unless
you’re feeling extremely sadistic. If you want to be harsh
but not cruel, consider halving the time they can hold their
breath rather than having them begin su�focating immediately.

Secondly, the sahuagin have set up several buoyancy traps,
designed to wrap around the legs of trespassers and make
them easy, floating targets.
Besides those, the seafloor is smooth and open here; most
features that could grant cover or concealment have been
removed by the sahuagin to give them a clear line of sight to
anyone approaching. The entire area is dimly lit by luminescent
moss, allowing the sahuagin and any other creatures with
darkvision to see normally, and giving all creatures with
normal vision disadvantage on their Perception checks unless
they have their own light source. Four Sahuagin Sentries
start in a circle around the perimeter of the shipwreck,
evenly spaced out. The two Spellguards start inside the
wreck, along with the Giant Shark.

Tactics
All six sahuagin are mounted on Hunter Sharks, and should
remain so unless the rider or mount are slain. Sharks without
a rider will continue to fight as long as at least one sahuagin
remains alive; once all of them are defeated, the sharks are

Many spells require verbal components, and if a character
is holding their breath, they can’t speak at the same time.
But what if they can breathe underwater, such as from the
water breathing spell? The rules don’t offer any guidance
here, but it seems fair to allow any character that can
breathe underwater to cast spells with a verbal component
as normal, and any character who can’t breathe water is
e�fectively silenced while holding their breath. A more severe
ruling will render spellcasting characters all but useless in
this encounter, and that’s not fun. You should also consider
how easily your party can communicate while underwater.
Telepathy makes it easy, but speaking while underwater,
even if the characters can all breathe, may prove challenging.
It’s ultimately up to you whether or not you enforce that, but
it can make the encounter much more difficult for your party
if you hamstring their ability to communicate. Finally, as
always, if your players come up with a truly creative solution
that allows them to create an air pocket, adapt themselves
to the aquatic environment, or otherwise give themselves an
advantage in a clever way, they should be rewarded.

likely to retreat, though the Giant Shark's bloodlust will compel
it to attack any characters below half their maximum hit points.
The Sahuagin Sentries are tough, quick, and dangerous, but
the real threat here is the magic of the Sahuagin Spellguards.
Any characters that fail their saving throws against hallow are
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in for world of hurt if they get hit with blight, inflict wounds,
or spirit guardians. The Spellguard’s Bloodcasting ability
gives them a leg up with spiritual weapon as well, and both
of them should cast that spell on the first round of combat,
using their bonus actions on subsequent rounds to attack
any wounded characters within range. Once both Sahuagin
Spellguards have cast spiritual weapon, they should follow that
up with spirit guardians, an incredibly powerful concentration
spell. They should cast this spell using their 5th level spell
slot, increasing the necrotic damage it deals to 5d8. If they
lose concentration on that spell, have that Spellguard
retreat and begin casting hold person. Once they have a
concentration effect in place, have them use their spell
slots for blight and inflict wounds, depending on how close
they are to the party.
The Sentries should be aggressive, getting up close and
personal with as much of the party as possible, and the Giant
Shark should swim around behind the party and attack from
their flanks. These are uncomplicated monsters, and serve to
distract the players and soak up damage while the Spellguards
do most of the hard work. The Giant Shark in particular has
almost double the hit points of any other creature in this
ﬁght, making it especially hard to take down. Remember
that the sahuagin’s mounts get actions as well, and if they
move less than 40 feet (and don’t need to disengage or
dash), they can use their bite to add some extra damage. The
sahuagin should prioritize keeping enemies below maximum
hit points, since every creature here gains advantage when
attacking a wounded target.
Retreating from this encounter is not easy. While the sahuagin
are happy to fight to the death, your players probably are
not. Getting away from here almost certainly requires magic,
as the sahuagin are unlikely to allow prey slower than they
are to retreat. They will, however, keep half their number at
the wreck to ensure it remains secure. This can be used to the
party’s advantage if they split up the sahuagin by launching
an attack designed to draw them away. Reward this kind of
clever thinking, because most groups won’t think of that and
will just charge in.

Treasure
The wreck of the Ark Royale contains 10,000 gold coins worth
of gems, jewelry, and other ﬁnery. Very little of this wealth is
in actual coins, but if your players can haul it all to the surface
they’ll make a tidy sum. At your discretion, this can be an
excellent place to hide a magic item, and the Plot Hooks
section has some insights into how to use this encounter to
safeguard plot critical items. If you do add magic items, consider
whether the sahuagin would use it, and if not, why not? It
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might be something like plate armor, which is inappropriate
for them, but if it's a magical spear of underwater combat, you
might want to give it to one of the sentries. It's going to make
the encounter harder, but the reward is much greater as well.

Plot Hooks
There’s no arguing that a shipwreck on the sea floor guarded
by shark-riding sahuagin is a terrible place to visit. So you’re
going to need a very good reason to get your players down
there. The most direct approach, and the origin of this
encounter concept, is to put an item necessary to the plot in
the sahuagin’s slimy clutches. Here are a few loose ideas to
inspire you: ancient diplomatic papers the Ark Royale was
carrying that prove an alliance between two nations, the
architectural blueprints to the villain’s lair (naturally, they
arranged for the Ark Royale to be sunk when it was returning
the contractors home), invasion plans from a rival nation
proving their intent to break an old treaty, or a magic weapon
that is the only blade capable of slaying an ancient and terrible
foe. Whatever the reason, the next time you have an item you
want your players to go through hell and deep water to get,
the wreck of the Ark Royale makes a fine place to hide it.
If you don’t have any mandatory items coming up in your
adventure but still want to use this encounter, you can also
have this simply be an optional reward. The players hear of a
powerful magic item in a shipwreck beneath the waves, and
it’s up to them to decide if it’s worth the headache to track it
down and brave the depths. This has the added advantage
of the players being responsible for the consequences of this
adventure, and there’s no one but themselves to blame if
their plan collapses around them.

Changing the Flavor
Sahuagins and sharks have a natural synergy that you’re
hard pressed to find in other aquatic creatures. Changing the
creatures involved in this encounter is difficult, but doable if
you have, for example, fishpeople and dire seahorses in your
campaign, though any combination of aquatic humanoids
and mounts will work. You can simply use the statistics for
the sahuagins and their sharks and describe the creatures
as differently as your campaign needs. Changing the venue,
on the other hand, is much easier. Any underwater location
is suitable, natural or otherwise. The massive bones of a
long-dead kraken? Awesome. A natural cave system that the
sahuagin can easily navigate? Deadly. A fort they’ve built
themselves out of coral and stone? Stylish. You can even use
this combination of creatures as a patrol if you need a dangerous
random encounter during an underwater adventure, or a
challenging fight at the end of an aquatic dungeon.

Scaling by Level
EL 9 (-6,000 XP): Remove the hallow spell from the encounter,
remove one Sahuagin Spellguard, and remove the Giant
Shark. 9th level characters have quite a bit less power at their
disposal, and are more likely to die in the full encounter.
Reducing the enemy count and preventing necrotic damage
from being doubled balances the scales and keeps the fight
fair. Mostly fair. If your players are underprepared, consider
using the easier tactics below.
EL 13 (+4,000 XP): Add one additional Sahuagin Spellguard
with a Hunter Shark mount, and allow the Sahuagin Sentries
to make two attacks with their claws or spear when they take
the Multiattack action. 7th level spells bring a lot to the table;
forcecage can shut down multiple creatures for the duration
of the fight, and reverse gravity can send the entire party of
sahuagin drifting helplessly upward. Fortunately the latter
is vulnerable to dispel magic, but it’s even more important at
this level to spread the sahuagin out and keep them mobile.

EL 15 (+7,000 XP): Make the same changes as EL 13, then give
all Sahuagin Spellguard one more spell slot of each level, and
give them a single 6th level spell slot with harm prepared. 15th
level players are tough; these changes make the sahuagin
a fitting challenge. Harm can dish out incredible amounts
of damage against a target that fails to save against hallow,
but be wary of counterspell from precocious wizards. At this
level, the party should have enough experience and enough
options to make even an unfair situation into a fair one.

Scaling by Tactics
Easier: A lot of the damage in this encounter comes from the
Sahuagin Spellguard’s necrotic spells. If you have them focus
on defensive spellcasting, such as using death ward to protect
the other sahuagin, casting cure wounds often, and using bless
instead of their other concentration spells, your players will have
an easier time surviving this fight. Go easy on dispel magic,
because a few castings of that can cause major headaches
for magic-users. The Sahuagin Sentries should start the fight
spread out, and if they take a few rounds before alerting the

Hunter Shark

Giant Shark

Large Beast, Unaligned
Armor Class 12 (natural armor)
Hit Points 45 (6d10 + 12)
Speed 0 ft., swim 40 ft.

Huge Beast, Unaligned
Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 126 (11d12 + 55)
Speed 0 ft., swim 50 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

18(+4) 13(+1) 15(+2)

1(-5)

WIS

CHA

10(+0) 4(-3)

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

23(+6) 11(+0) 21(+5) 1(-5) 10(+0) 5(-3)

Skills Perception +2

Skills Perception +3

Senses blindsight 30 ft., passive Perception 12

Senses blindsight 60 ft., passive Perception 12

Languages none

Languages none

Challenge 2 (450 XP)

Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)

Traits

Traits

Blood Frenzy: The Hunter Shark has advantage on
melee attack rolls against any creature that doesn’t
have all its hit points.

Blood Frenzy: The Giant Shark has advantage on melee
attack rolls against any creature that doesn’t have all its
hit points.

Water Breathing: The Hunter Shark can only breathe
underwater.

Water Breathing: The Giant Shark can only breathe
underwater.

Actions

Actions

Bite: Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 13 (2d8+4) piercing damage.

Bite: Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 22 (3d10+6) piercing damage.
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Sahuagin Sentry

Sahuagin Spellguard

Medium Humanoid (Sahuagin), Lawful Evil
Armor Class 16 (breastplate)
Hit Points 76 (9d10 + 27)
Speed 30 ft., swim 40 ft.

Medium Humanoid (Sahuagin), Lawful Evil
Armor Class 16 (breastplate)
Hit Points 67 (9d8 + 27)
Speed 30 ft., swim 40 ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

19(+4) 15(+2) 16(+3) 14(+2) 13(+1) 17(+3)

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

Sahuagin Spellguard, that will also give your party the upper
hand. When it’s time to alert the Spellguards, have one of the
Sentries retreat into the shipwreck, and then add the Spellguards
and Giant Shark to the next round of combat.

CHA

14(+2) 15(+2) 16(+3) 12(+1) 16(+3) 15(+2)

Saves Con +6

Saves Wisdom +6

Skills Perception +7

Skills Perception +9, Religion +4

Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 17

Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 19

Languages Sahuagin

Languages Sahuagin

Challenge 4 (1,100 XP)

Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)

Traits

Traits

Blood Frenzy: The Sahuagin Sentry has advantage on
melee attack rolls against any creature that doesn’t
have all its hit points.

Bloodcasting: The Sahuagin Spellguard has advantage
on spell attack rolls against any creature that doesn’t
have all its hit points.

Limited Amphibiousness: The Sahuagin Sentry can
breathe air and water, but needs to be submerged at
least once every 4 hours to avoid suffocating.

Limited Amphibiousness: The Sahuagin Spellguard
can breathe air and water, but needs to be submerged
at least once every 4 hours to avoid suffocating.

Shark Telepathy: The Sahuagin Sentry can magically command
any shark within 120 �t. of it, using a limited telepathy.

Shark Telepathy: The Sahuagin Spellguard can
magically command any shark within 120 ft. of it,
using a limited telepathy.

Actions
Multiattack: The Sahuagin Sentry makes two attacks:
one with its bite and one with its claws or spear.
Bite: Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 9 (2d4+4) piercing damage.
Claws: Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: 11 (2d6+4) slashing damage.
Spear: Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach
5 �t. or range 20/60 �t., one target. Hit: 11 (2d6+4) piercing
damage, or 13 (2d8+4) piercing damage if used with two
hands to make a melee attack.

Harder: The Sahuagin Sentries should focus on keeping the
adventurers away from the Spellguards, allowing the Spellguards
to cast their devastating necrotic spells unopposed. The
Spellguards should both cast death ward on themselves
before the fight begins, giving them extra survivability.
Focus their spells on the most vulnerable characters, using
blight on wizards and other fragile heroes, and hold person on
tough, hard to hit fighters with poor Wisdom saving throws.
Spiritual weapon should be going constantly, adding a lot of
damage to the fight, and it can be a great spell to cast at 4th
level, improving the base damage to 2d8 + 3. Inflict wounds
is a very potent 1st level spell, and their Bloodcasting trait
makes it easier for them to land hits on the party. Remember
that their sharks can move in 20 ft., allow the Spellguard to
use a touch spell, then take the Disengage action and retreat
20 �t., making them frustrating skirmishers. You can do the
same thing with the sentries, and if you're up against characters
with many attacks and a movement speed of less than 40 �t., it

can be worth having the shark mount use the Dash action and
move a total of 80 �t., taking a single opportunity attack instead
of the character's full set of 3 or 4. This becomes even more
powerful if the Sentries team up against a single hero, since
they get only one reaction each round.
Lethal: Killing your players in this encounter, as usual,
involves focusing your attacks. If the Spellguards both cast
blight or inflict wounds at 4th level on a character has failed
their saving throw against hallow, they could very easily
knock them unconscious in a single round of combat. Send in
one of the Sahuagin Sentries to finish that character off and
between the Sentry’s two attacks and their mount’s Bite, they
can easily land the hits required to give that poor adventurer
enough failed death saving throws to end their career early.
Rinse and repeat until the whole party is dead. Once the
Spellguards run out of spells, have them use their chill touch
cantrips; 2d8 damage doubled is still a threat even to a party
of 11th level heroes, and it gets in the way of healing. That’s
more of a bonus than a strategy, however, as their more
powerful spells are always a better option as long as they
have the spell slots available.

Spellcasting: The Sahuagin Spellguard is a 9th level
spellcaster. Its spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save
DC 14, +6 to hit with spell attacks). It has the following
cleric spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): guidance, chill touch (2d8 necrotic
damage)
1st level (4 slots): bless, cure wounds, inflict wounds
2nd level (3 slots): hold person, spiritual weapon (trident)
3rd level (3 slots): dispel magic, spirit guardians
4th level (3 slots): death ward, blight
5th level (1 slot): hallow
Actions
Spear: Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit,
reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 11 (2d6+2)
piercing damage, or 13 (2d8+2) piercing damage if used
with two hands to make a melee attack.
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